Uneo
Design by Martin Ballendat

Uneo
Uneo is a self-adjusting, high-performance task chair that
dynamically responds to your body weight. Its durable
frame brilliantly supports posture changes. The 70cm 5-star
base diameter helps maintain balance against tipping and
encourages safety at work, as well as freedom of movement.
Uneo’s sturdy and ergonomic build, its stylish and
contemporary looks make it a natural choice for modern
offices, personal workspaces like home-offices. Overall, it is
the perfect match for any desk-bound task and an advanced
performance task chair.
Dyna-Support Plus® is response: It reacts to the weight of
you, eliminating the need to make any special adjustments.
It is a weight-activated mechanism with synchronous motion
that helps keep your body in a healthy, natural position
through average working hours. And it may be personalized
for extra comfort, regardless of body size or type with quick
and fine adjustments. Ideal choice for all living and working
environments, as well as executive offices.
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Synchronous back tilt mechanism
Integrated lumbar support.
Light gray or black frame.
Rich fabric, leather or eco-leather material options for
the seat.
High-tech mesh fabric backrest.
Concealed control buttons for increased safety and
aesthetics.

Uneo’s high quality and safety standards have been
approved internationally by GS Certification from LGA
(Landesgewerbeanstalt Bayern) Institute.

Design by Martin Ballendat
Ballendat, whose elegant and simplistic designs that are
ahead of their time are recognized all around the world,
has been holding an effective power in fields of interior and
industrial design for over 25 years. In 1995, while he was
the department head of design and product development
in Wiesner Hager Company in Austria; he founded Design
Ballendat operating in Germany, and later on in Austria as
well. Ballendat owns numerous international awards, and
has been teaching classes in Graz and Salzburg as visiting
professor for over 15 years.

Form, composure and integrity during work…

DIMENSIONS (mm)

405-505

902-1002

170-230

497

461

671

710

Dimensions defined in millimeters.
Materials
Frame comes with black or light gray color. PP legs comply with the frame color. Upholstery is available in different
materials.*
Upholstery
Upholstery available in fabric, leather and eco-leather.*
*Please refer to technical document.
Note
Uneo also has a version without armrest.

nurus.com/uneo

